Conjunction Mass
K: Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law!
Q: Love is the law, love under will.
K: Nothing is true!
Q: Everything is permitted!
Q takes salt and water and mixes them and says the blessing
Q: Salt of the Earth, Water of the Sea, I sprinkle on you to set you free!
She then sprinkles K and says:
The Holy Serpent is Climbing through
the hottest sun and the heaviest rains,
the strongest winds and the hardest rocks
to the whole emptiness on the highest top.
She stokes the staff 11 times.
K prepares the incense and says the blessing
K:Essence of the air, Fire of the sun, I call upon you to make us one.
K Besmokes Q making unicursal LS sign and says:
The opposites are in love now
and all stars are singing
the hymn of glory
to the highest art alchemy.
K adores Q.
Both stand up.
Q takes the host and blesses it.
Q: Behold the Red King's seed, for it is white!
K takes wine and blesses it.
K: Behold the White Queen's blood, for it is red!
Q: Let us consume both and in joy unite!
K: Let us consume both and in joy be wed!
K: Let this offering be borne upon the waves of aethyr to our Sleeping Crimson King that dreams

our life into existence! Bless this wine, o Red king!
Q passes the host to K and takes the serpent staff and a bell. K raises chalice and host saying:
K: This is the covenant of the Conjunctio!
Q rings the bell.
K lowers the communion and Q touches them with the staff.
Q takes the chalice form K and return the staff, she dips host in the chalice, they lock hands and
consume sacrament.
Q&K: There is no part of me that is not of the Gods!
They unlock hands. Q takes cup from K dips the host and passes it to K, they lock hands and
consume the other sacrament.
They unlock hands and put implements away, stand facing the congregation and say Holy spirit
mantra three times while striking their chests.
Q&K: The Holy Spirit as a powerful thunder strikes the centre of the universe in an eternal act of
creation!
Q&K say Conjunctio blessing.
Q&K:
Spirit and Matter are one
Love and Will are one.
Will without love is not the true will.
Love without will is not the true love.
When love pours down from the Will,
Magick is made real.
Magick is Real.

